J W. LIVE BLOOD SLIDES – January 2010
SESSION 1 – 11 January. Control blood slides (3)

Observations: Evidence of rouleaux. Some target cells indicating sluggish liver. A
few fungal residues. Both red and white blood cells robust. No extra-cellular debris
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SESSION 1 – 11 January. Treated blood slides (2)
Observations: Fewer rouleaux (not as sticky). Very few fungals. Not as many
noticeable target cells. White blood cells active. No debris.

SESSION 5 – 15 January. Control blood slides (4)
Observations: Nice round, red blood cells; integrity of cell membranes good. Active
white blood cells. No fungals. No target cells. Extra-cellular spaces clean.
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SESSION 5 – 15 January. Treated blood slides (0)
Unable to obtain a sample slide because blood was too ‘thick’.

25 January, 10 days after 5th session – (2)
Observations: Some fatty deposits/crystals. Few rouleaux. Few target cells.
Background clear with some fibrous deposits (liver detoxing?). Active white blood
cells.
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5 February, 11 days later (3)
Observations: A few fatty crystals. Few target cells. No rouleaux. Red blood cells
‘could be better’. Very active white blood cells.
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***************************************************************
Dear Carol
I was an independent observer of the progress of J.W's live blood microscopy
sessions over a period of 5 weeks during October and November 2009. Although J
had been doing detoxification and cleansing programmes over the last few months,
I feel that the pace at which the blood changed during that 5 week period was
marked, and that the 'cleansing' and 'programming' of the blood that you carried
out remotely from Spain accelerated the process, indicating an improvement in
the immune system. For example I usually only expect changes in red blood cells
after around 5 to 6 weeks so was surprised to see the number of good quality cells
displaying after only 3. Overall I would say that many patients would only show a
significant improvement in the quality of their blood after around 6 months of
embarking on a cleansing programme. I would be happy to discuss this in more
detail if anyone would like to telephone me. My contact details are on
www.colonichydrotherapy.co.za
Regards
Nola
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